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Rapid contact- and contamination-free procurement of specific samples of histo-

logic material for proteomic and genomic analysis as well as separation and

transport of living cells can be achieved by laser microdissection (LMD) of the

sample of interest followed by a laser-induced forward transport process [laser

pressure ‘‘catapulting,’’ (LPC)] of the dissected material.
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We investigated the dynamics of LMD and LPC with focused and defocused

laser pulses by means of time-resolved photography. The working mechanism of

microdissection was found to be plasma-mediated ablation. Catapulting is driven

by plasma formation, when tightly focused pulses are used, and by ablation at

the bottom of the sample for moderate and strong defocusing. Driving pressures

of several hundred megapascals accelerate the specimen to initial velocities of

100–300 m/s before it is rapidly slowed down by air friction. With strong defocusing,

driving pressure and initial flight velocity decrease considerably.

On the basis of a characterization of the thermal and optical properties of the

histologic specimens and supporting materials used, we calculated the temporal

evolution of the heat distribution in the sample. After laser microdissection and

laser pressure catapulting (LMPC), the samples were inspected by scanning elec-

tron microscopy. Catapulting with tightly focused or strongly defocused pulses

results in very little collateral damage, while slight defocusing involves significant

heat and UV exposure of up to about 10% of the specimen volume, especially if

samples are catapulted directly from a glass slide.

Time-resolved photography of live-cell catapulting revealed that in defocused

catapulting strong shear forces originate from the flow of the thin layer of culture

medium covering the cells. By contrast, pulses focused at the periphery of the

specimen cause a fast rotational movement that makes the specimen wind its way

out of the culture medium, thereby undergoing much less shear stresses. There-

fore, the recultivation rate of catapulted cells was much higher when focused

pulses were used.
I. Introduction

Procurement of specific samples of histologic material for proteomic and geno-

mic analysis has become important with the increasing refinement of analytic

techniques. Moreover, separation and transport of living cells is of interest for

stem cell research, organ culture, or tissue engineering. Mechanical separation

techniques are tedious, time consuming, and bear the risk of contamination. There-

fore, faster laser-bas ed pro cesses ha ve been de veloped ( Eltoum et al., 2002; Kehr,

2003; Thalh ammer et al ., 2003 ), and several compa nies are acti ve in this field.

A widespread, rapid, contact- and contamination-free separation method consists

in laser microdissection (LMD) of the sample of interest followed by a laser-

induced forward transport process, which has been coined laser pressure ‘‘catapult-

ing’’ (LPC) of the dissected material into the vial used for further analysis (Schütze

and Lahr, 1998; Schü tze et al ., 1998 ). This tw o-step procedu re, consisting of laser

microdissection and laser pressure catapulting (LMPC), is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

scheme in Fig. 1 shows a setup with an inverted microscope but the same principle,

with opposite direction of material transport, has been applied also for upright

microscopes (Elvers et al., 2005).
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Fig. 1 Principle of separation of small biological objects, exemplified by the isolation of parts of a

histologic section. The section is placed on a thin, UV-absorbing polymer foil that is mounted on a

routine microscope glass slide. A region of interest is dissected from the section using a series of focused

UV-A laser pulses (LMD) and subsequently catapulted (LPC) into the cap of a microfuge tube by a

final, often more energetic, laser pulse. The catapulting pulse can be directed either in the center or in the

periphery of the dissected specimen.
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His torical roots of the indivi dual steps of the process date abo ut 30–40 years

back. Soon after the first textboo k on material s process ing by high -power laser

radiation appeared ( Ready, 1971 ), LMD of histologic mate rial using a UV-A laser

was intro duced in 1976, but the ‘‘har vesting’’ still had to be done with mechan ical

tools (Isenb erg et al ., 1976; Me ier-Ruge et al., 1976 ). Ten years late r, high-e nergy

laser pulses were use d to accele rate meta llic flyers to veloci ties great er than 2.5 km /s

for impac t studi es ( She Y eld et al ., 19 86 ), and present suggest ions to exploi t
the pot ential of laser ‘‘ca tapulting’ ’ reach from the trans fer of semicon ductor

devices in electron ic circui t board manu facture ( Mathews et al., 2006 ) as far as

to laser launchi ng of objects into low Earth orbit ( Phipps et al ., 2000 ). The

underlyin g physica l pro cesses of laser -induce d mate rial trans port wer e analyze d,

among others , by Anderhol m (1970) , Fairand and Cl auer (1979), Phip ps et a l.

(1988, 2000), Roma in and Darquey (1990) , Fabbro et al. (1990) , and Bä uerle

(2000). Biologists became aware of the potential of laser catapulting in the late

1990s when Schütze and coworkers discovered that a combination of LMD and

LPC with focused low-energy pulses can be used to isolate minute amounts of

biologic mate rial (Lahr , 2000; Schü tze and Lahr, 1998; Sc hü tze et al ., 1998 ). At the

same time, a UV-absorbing polymer carrier foil was introduced to enhance the
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laser light absorpt ion in the specim en and to maintain its mechani cal integrity

during LPC (Sc hü tze and Lahr , 1998 ). Thes e advanceme nts, toget her with an

increa sed demand for separat ion techni ques due to the refinement s of proteom ic

and genomi c analys is, and the pro of that LMPC is c ompatible with DNA and

RNA recover y ( Schü tze and Lahr , 1998 ) paved the way of LMPC into the market

( www.PAL M-Micro laser.com ).

The next step ahead consisted of the developm ent of a protocol for live-cel l

catapul ting and recult ivation (Hop p et al., 2005; Mayer et al ., 2 002; Stich et al .,

2003 ). In parall el, the a nalysis of the disse ction and catapul ting mechani sms of

biologi cal material progres sed. Cell surger y ( Amy and Storb, 1965; Berns et al .,

1969, 1971; Bessis et al., 1962; Kö nig et al., 1999 , and refer ences in Vogel et al .,

2005a) and LMPC had been developed largely on an empirical basis. After it had

been conjectured for a while that microdissection with pulse durations of nanose-

con ds or shorte r is plasma-m ediat ed ( Greulich a nd Pilar czyk, 1998; Meier -Ruge

et al., 1976), this hypothesis was experimentally proven in 2002 (Venugopalan et al.,

2002), and a detailed theory of plasma-mediated nanosurgery of cells and tissues

with femtosecond (fs) pulses was presented in 2005 (Vogel et al., 2005a). In the same

year, it was shown that LMD and LPC of histologic material using focused UV

nanosecond (ns) laser pulses are also plasma-mediated (Vogel et al., 2005b), and

demonstrated that LPC can be performed using both focused and strongly defo-

cused beams (Vogel et al., 2005b).With defocused beams, no plasma is formed, and

the catapulting relies on ablation at the bottom of the catapulted sample. Elvers

et al. (2005) proved that the LPC mechanism applies not only for the separation

technique based on an inverted microscope but also for schemes using an upright

microscope (www.leica-microsystems.com).

Besides LMPC, a number of related laser-based separation and transport tech-

niques have been developed throughout the past 10 years. Emmert-Buck et al.

(1996) introduced a laser capture technique in which a thin clear membrane is

melted by an IR microbeam onto a small region of the histologic sample. The

melted membrane sticks to the cells to be isolated, which can then be lifted and

collected in a microfuge tube. This method was later refined by UV laser dissection

of the region of interest before the tissue sample is harvested via IR laser-induced

adhesion to a membrane (www.arctur.com) or via a specific membrane adhesion

cap (www.molecular-machines.com). Laser-induced cell lysis combined with rapid

transport of the lysed cell constituents for time-resolved capillary electrophoresis

has been established by Allbritton and coworkers (Meredith et al., 2000; Sims et al.,

1998), and the mechanisms of this technique were explored by Rau et al. (2004,

2006). Deposition of biomaterial films by amatrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation

method (MAPLE direct-write) was demonstrated by Chrisey et al. (2003),Wu et al.

(2003), andChristescu et al. (2004). Serra et al. (2004) demonstrated the preparation

of functional DNAmicoarrays through laser-induced forward transfer bymeans of

a titanium dynamic release layer and analyzed its mechanisms (Colina et al., 2006).

MAPLE direct-write was used also to create three-dimensional (3D) heterogeneous

cell patterns that are of interest for tissue engineering (Barron et al., 2004; Ringeisen

http://www.PALM-Microlaser.com
http://www.leica-microsystems.com
http://www.arctur.com
http://www.molecular-machines.com
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et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2003). While the above work was performed utilizing ns laser

pulses (mostly at UV wavelengths), several researchers employed fs pulses for

biofilm and DNA printing (Karaiskou et al., 2003; Zergioti et al., 2005) and

shock wave induced cell isolation, (Hosokawa et al., 2004). Laser-induced forward

transfer with fs pulses was found to bemore directional thanwith ns pulses (Zergioti

et al., 2003).

The present study focuses on the investigation of LMD and LPC using UV ns

laser pulses because this technique is widely used in many laboratories. It is the goal

to elucidate the mechanisms and potential side eVects of LMPC in both dry and

liquid environments (i.e., for histologic specimens and living cells). On the basis of

this analysis, strategies for an improvement of the two techniques will be discussed.

II. Features of the Microbeam System and Materials Used

We used a PALM microbeam system equipped with an N2 laser (l ¼ 337nm)

emitting pulses of 3-ns (FWHM) duration. The laser beam is coupled into an

inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200) with a motorized, computer-controlled

stage. The microscope objectives used in this study were Zeiss LD Plan-Neofluar

40�/0.6 corr, Plan Neofluar 20�/0.5, Fluar 10�/0.5, and Fluar 5�/0.25. The UV-

absorbing polymer foil mounted on the glass slides carrying the histologic sections

(Fig. 1) consists of polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) and is 1.35-mm thick.

An energy calibration (Fig. 2) showed that the relation between the setting at the

control box and the actual energy transmitted through the objectives is logarithmic.

The transmitted energy is largest for objectives with small magnification because
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Fig. 2 Pulse energy transmitted through the microscope objectives for diVerent settings at the laser

control box of the PALM microbeam in semilogarithmic representation.
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they possess large optical pupils that transmit the laser beam with little or no

vignetting. The focal spot sizes were measured using a knife-edge technique, as

described by Sasnett (1989) and Siegmann et al. (1991). The result for the

40 � object ive is shown in Fi g. 3A. Bec ause of the poor qua lity of the N2 laser

beam ( Fig. 3B and C ), the spot diame ter (4.2 mm up to 1/e 2 irra diance values ) is

more than six times larger than the diVraction limited focus diameter. Nevertheless,

the hot spot visible in the center of the far-field beam profile in Fig. 3C allows to

produce relatively fine eVects if energies very close to the ablation threshold are

employed. In the present generation of microbeam systems, the N2 laser has been

replaced by a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser emitting at l¼ 355 nm that exhibits
Position on the optical axis (mm)

B

D

−5 0 5 10

Fig. 3 (A) Spot size of the N2 laser beam focused through the 40� objective, (B) near field and

(C) far-field profiles of the N2 laser beam, and (D) far-field beam profile for the frequency-tripled Nd:

YAG laser.
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a much better beam profile, as shown in Fig. 3D, and thus makes it possible to

achieve a nearly diVraction limited focal spot size.

The transmission at l ¼ 337nm of cells, histologic material, and the polymer

foils mounted below the histologic sections were measured in the microbeam setup

using an Ophir PD10 detector with 1-nJ sensitivity and in a spectral photometer.

All measurements were performed at low irradiance where nonlinear absorption is

negligible. Themeasurements on the optical properties of the cultured cells [Chinese

hamster ovary (CHO) cells] were performed on a single, confluent cell layer.

The determination of the optical properties of the PEN foil required measurements

with an integrating sphere, since PEN scatters strongly at l¼ 337nm. For PEN, we

measured total transmission and reflection as described by Vogel et al. (1991), and

calculated the absorption coeYcient ma and scattering coeYcient ms using the

Kubelka Munk theory (Cheong et al., 1990; Star et al., 1988). The eVective attenu-
ation coeYcient meV and optical penetration depth d were then obtained by means

of the relation (Jacques, 1993):

d ¼ 1

meff
¼ 1

f3ma½ma þ msð1� gÞ�g1=2
ð1Þ

assuming a value of g ¼ 0.5 for the scattering anisotropy coeYcient that is repre-

sentative for moderate forward scattering in single scattering events (Cheong et al.,

1990).

The heat capacity of the polymer foil and the histologic specimens were deter-

mined by diVerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in comparison with a sapphire

standard, and the dissociation temperatures were obtained through thermogravi-

metric analysis (TGA), that is, by measuring the weight loss as a function of

temperature. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the DSC and TGA data for PEN foil,

the polymer material mounted on microscope glass slide on which the histologic

specimens are usually placed. Table I presents a summary of the measurement

results for the optical and thermal material properties of materials relevant for

LMD and LPC of cells and histologic materials.
III. Dissection and Catapulting of Histologic Specimens
A. Mechanism of Dissection
It has been shown recently that cell surgery using pulsed visible and near-IR

irradiation is plasma mediated, that is, based on nonlinear absorption via multi-

photon and avalanche ionization. The irradiances required for cell surgery with ns

laser pulses are �109 W/mm2, just as the optical breakdown threshold in water

(Venugopalan et al., 2002). For fs laser pulses, both the required irradiance for

dissection and the threshold irradiance for optical breakdown in water are about

two orders of magnitude larger while the breakdown energy is about three orders

of magnitude smaller (Vogel et al., 2005a).



Fig. 4 Thermal properties of PEN foil. (A) Temperature-dependent heat capacity Cp. The peak at

269 �C indicates an endothermal melting transition, and the rise above 400 �C is due to dissociation. (B)

Temperature-dependent weight loss for a slow heating rate, with dissociation starting at 407 �C and

ending at �500 �C. The dissociation temperature defined by half of the total weight loss is �450 �C. For
very fast heating rates such as in pulsed laser catapulting, it will probably be higher because dissociation

is a rate process that depends on both temperature and time.
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The dominant role of plasma formation for cell surgery using visible or near-IR

wavelengths is not surprising because the linear absorption of water and biomole-

cules in this region of the optical spectrum is very small (Litjens et al., 1999; Vogel

and Venugopalan, 2003). Our present study revealed that plasma formation plays a

key role also for the dissection of cells at UV-A wavelengths. Although the absorp-

tion increases with decreasing wavelength, it is still fairly small at l ¼ 337nm



Table I
Optical Properties at 337 nm and Ther mal Properties of Cells, Histologic Material, Polyethylene Naphthalate (PEN) Polymer Foil,
Glass, and Water

Material

Sample

thickness �
( mm)

Transmission

(%)

Extinction

coe Ycient

meV (cm
�1 )

Optical

penetration depth

d (m m)

Average heat

capacity (kJ/K/kg)

Dissociation

temperature

( �  C)

Heat

conductivity

(W/m/K)

Density

(W/m*K)

Glass slide 1000 94.7 0.55 18,200 0.666 – 1.07 2500

PEN-foil 1.35 T ¼ 20.5

R ¼ 22.4

ma ¼ 3,520

ms ¼ 17,370

meV ¼ 11,360

0.88 2.7 460 �0.4 1.39

Teflon foil �25 95.8 17.2 580 1.0 – �0.2 2200

H&E-stained

histol.

specimen

�5 7–35(15.7) 2100–5300

(3700)

1.9–4.8(2.7) 3.2 340 �0.5 �1000

CHO cells �5 93.8 127 79 4.0 150–300 �1000

Water 0.0172 5.8 � 10 5 4.187 300 0.598 998

All transmission data are corrected for specular reflection, that is, they represent purely the transmission of the sample. The optical parameters fo r stained

histologic specimen cover a certain range given by variations in staining. The values in brackets were used for the temperature calculation is Section III.C.1.

Sources for data not measured in this study are water absorption, Litjens et al. (1999); heat conductivity, heat capacity, and density of water, glass, PEN, and

Teflon, Kuchling (1991); density of PEN, www.m-petfilm.com. The dissociation temperature of water corresponds, in the present context, to the superheat

limit in bubble-free liquid water (Vogel and Venugopalan, 2003), and the dissociation temperature of cells corresponds to their heterogeneous nucleation

threshold (Neumann and Brinkmann, 2005; Simanowski et al., 2005).

http://www.m-petfilm.com
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(the optical penetration depth is about 80 mm, see Table I) and even smaller at

355 nm. Therefore, the ablation threshold in unstained cells was found to be only

slightly smaller than the threshold for the formation of luminescent plasma, as

shown in Fig. 5A.

Stained histologic specimens and the PEN polymer foil have a much larger

optical absorption coeYcient than unstained cells (see Table I). For these materi-

als, the ablation threshold is thus considerably lower than the plasma formation

threshold (Fig. 5A). It has previously been speculated that ablation of biomaterial

at the N2 laser wavelength of 337 nm is based on photochemical dissociation

(Schütze and Lahr, 1998). However, this is unlikely because indications for a relevant

contribution of photochemical eVects to ablation have been found only at much

shorter wavelengths, for example withArF laser pulses at l¼ 193nmwhile theywere

completely absent with XeCl excimer laser pulses of 308-nm wavelength (Vogel and

Venugopalan, 2003). Therefore, we assume that ablation based on linear absorption

at l ¼ 337nm is a purely thermal process.

Figure 5A indicates that dissection of histologic specimens by N2 laser pulses

could, in principle, be performed by ablation without any contribution of plasma
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Fig. 5 (A) Thresholds for ablation and plasma formation at 337nm for various materials. (B) Image

of plasma luminescence during microdissection of histologic specimens (6 pulses of 4.6 mJ). The plasma

luminescence is blue at the target surface but turns red at larger distances where the temperatures are

smaller and the corresponding wavelength of blackbody radiation is longer. The blue light emission

adjacent to the laser focus is caused by fluorescence of the PEN polymer foil.
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formation because the ablation threshold (0.15 mJ with NA ¼ 0.6) is slightly lower

than the threshold for plasma formation (0.3 mJ). However, because of the small

ablation eYciency close to the threshold for material removal this dissection mode

would require very many pulses which are not viable at the relatively small laser

repetition rate of 30 Hz. Therefore, pulse energies of about 0.5 mJ are commonly

used and focused through a 40�, NA ¼ 0.6 microscope objective. That energy is

larger than the threshold for plasma formation, and dissection is thus accompanied

by blue plasma luminescence as visible in Fig. 5B. The slightly disruptive action of the

plasma expansion helps to achieve clean cuts without any bridges remaining between

the parts to be separated. We conclude that dissection of histologic specimens using

UV laser pulses is based on plasma formation (i.e., nonlinear absorption) initiated by

linear absorption.
B. Catapulting with Focused and Defocused Laser Pulses

1. Driving Forces for Catapulting with Focused Pulses
The mechanisms of catapulting of histologic specimens and live cells were

analyzed by time-resolved photography. Similar techniques have been employed

previously for the analysis of other laser-induced transport processes (Koulikov

and Dlott, 2001; Lee et al., 1992; Nakata and Okada, 1999; Papazoglou et al.,

2002; Rau et al., 2004; Young et al., 2001), and LPC by laser pulses focused

through an upright microscope has been documented by high-speed cinematogra-

phy with 1-ms interframing time (Elvers et al., 2005). We achieved a temporal

resolution better than 100 ns by using single frame photography with increasing

time delay between catapulting laser pulse and the instant at which the photo-

graph was exposed (Vogel et al., 2007). The catapulted specimens were imaged

in transillumination using the light of a plasma discharge lamp with 20-ns duration

(Nanolite). The total magnification of the imaging system was 44�, and the im-

ages were detected using a 6-megapixel digital camera. The laser-produced pressure

waves were visualized by means of a sensitive dark-field Schlieren technique (Vogel

et al., 2006). A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser beam coupled into a 300-m-long

multimode fiber to destroy temporal coherence served as speckle-free light source for

photographywith 16-ns exposure time. To reduce the background noise and enhance

the visibility of the laser-produced shock wave, a reference image was taken at time

t < 0 and subtracted from each image recorded after the release of the catapulting

laser pulse. The initial phase of the catapulting process was documented with time

increments of 2–60 ns. The high time resolution allowed to deduce the laser-produced

pressure from the speed of the resulting pressure waves (Lorenz, 2004; Vogel et al.,

1996b, 2007).

The specimen is usually located on a PEN foil backed by a transparent substrate

(glass slide). Laser pulse energies commonly used for catapulting are larger than the

energies employed for LMD that was already shown to rely on plasma formation.

It is thus obvious that catapulting with focused laser pulse is driven by plasma
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formation in the confined space between specimen and substrate. The initial cata-

pulting dynamics under these conditions is shown in Fig. 6. The luminescent plasma

driving the catapulting is visible in all frames. Immediately after the laser pulse,

small debris particles are ejected with high velocity, and after 270 ns, the specimen is

already clearly detached from the substrate surface. At the location of plasma
30 ns

520 ns

3.0 ms

160 ns

590 ns

4.3 ms

270 ns

800 ns

5.4 ms

100 mm

B

Fig. 6 (A) Initial phase of the catapulting dynamics of a specimen with 80-mmdiameter from a paraYn

section. 40� objective, NA¼ 0.6, and E¼ 10 mJ. (B) Enlarged view of the specimen after 1.7 ms showing
the luminescent plasma driving the specimen, and the blue fluorescence of the PEN polymer foil.
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formation, a hole is produced in the specimen, which is clearly visible in the image

taken after 5.4 ms.
The pressure wave produced by the expansion of the laser plasma is shown in

Fig. 7. An evaluation of the photographic series provided quantitative informa-

tion on the propagation distance of the laser-produced pressure wave, the ejected

debris, and the catapulted specimen as a function of time that is presented in

Fig. 8. The initial velocity of the pressure wave amounts to 26,000 m/s, which is

76 times larger than the normal sound velocity in air and thus indicative for a

strong shock wave. The plasma pressure driving the shock wave can be derived

from the initial shock wave velocity vs using the relation (Landau and Lifschitz,

1987):

pplasma ¼ 7

6

� �
vs

c0

� �2

� 1

6

� �" #
p0 ð2Þ

Here c0 ¼ 345 m/s denotes the normal sound velocity in air and p0 ¼ 0.1 MPa

is the atmospheric pressure. The initial laser-produced pressure was found to

be 670 MPa, a typical value for plasmas generated in a confined geometry
56 ns

mm

4 ns

168 ns

76 ns

100

6 ns

224 ns

Fig. 7 Dark-field photographic series showing the first 225 ns of the catapulting dynamics. A specimen

with 80-mm diameter from a paraYn section was catapulted using a 40� objective, NA ¼ 0.6, and

E ¼ 10 mJ. The movement of the ejected particles and the propagation of the laser-induced shock wave

can be recognized, followed by the detachment of the specimen after 100–200 ns.



Fig. 8 Propagation distance of the laser-produced shockwave (A), the ejected particulate debris (B), and

the catapulted specimen (C) as a function of time. From the slope of the d(t) curves, initial velocities of

(A) 26,000m/s, (B) 2200m/s, and (C) 178m/s can be deduced, which corresponds to (A) 76�, (B) 6.4�, and

(C) 0.52� the sound velocity in air. 40� objective, NA¼ 0.6, specimen diameter 80 mm, and E ¼ 10 mJ.

166 Alfred Vogel et al.
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(Anderholm, 1970; Fabbro et al., 1990). Similar pressure values were also ob-

tained by analyzing the acceleration of the debris flying oV from the laser focus

that is visible in the dark-field images of Fig. 7. Its peak velocity after a 10-mJ laser
pulse is already reached at the end of the laser pulse (i.e., after 3 ns) and amounts to

2200 m/s (Lorenz, 2004).

The initial specimen velocity in Fig. 8C is �180 m/s. In the early days of LPC, it

has been speculated that the specimens are driven by the light pressure (Schütze

and Lahr, 1998). We can check the validity of this hypothesis by comparing the

measured specimen velocity with the speed that can be imparted by the light

pressure

plight ¼ I

c
ð3Þ

Here I is the irradiance in the illuminated laser spot and c is the vacuum velocity

of light. The accelerating force exerted by the light pressure acts during the laser

pulse duration and the final velocity reached can be calculated considering the

mass of the specimen. The calculation yields v¼ 0.9 mm/s for a specimen of 80-mm
diameter, 7-mm thickness, and a mass density of 1 g/cm3 that is catapulted by a

10-mJ pulse (parameters as in Fig. 8). This value is five orders of magnitude smaller

than the actual velocity. The pressure exerted by the photons in the laser pulse,

which is the working mechanism in laser tweezers (Ashkin, 1986; Greulich, 1999;

Schütze and Clement-Sengewald, 1994), thus plays only a negligible role in LPC.

We showed that catapulting with focused pulses relies on the pressure produced

by confined plasma formation. However, in spite of the large pressures involved,

the catapulted specimens in Fig. 6 show little bending or other deformations. This

is due to the fact that the large pressure at the focus is in vertical direction rapidly

released by the hole formation in the specimen. In horizontal direction, the shock

wave spreads across the specimen diameter within about 20 ns (Fig. 7). This way,

it produces an approximately homogeneous elevated pressure below the specimen

that lifts oV from the substrate afte r abou t 100– 200 ns ( Figs. 6 and 7). In Fig. 6,

one can see that the horizontal pressure wave also propagates under adjacent parts

of the histologic section and transiently detaches them from the substrate for a few

microseconds. The average pressure under the entire catapulted specimen during

the acceleration phase of about 100 ns can be derived from the velocity reached

after this phase, the acceleration time, and the estimated mass of the specimen

(Lorenz, 2004). It amounts to about 18 MPa for the parameters in Fig. 8, which is

considerably less than the peak pressure within the laser plasma of �670 MPa.

In some cases, the histologic specimens to be catapulted are mounted on a foil

without backing by a glass substrate. Without confinement by the glass substrate,

the plasma or ablation plume can freely expand. In this case, catapulting relies

merely on the pressure produced by ablative recoil. Therefore, it is smaller than for

plasma generation or ablation in a confined geometry, as shown in Fig. 9. The

impulse coupling eYciency in laser ablation was theoretically analyzed by Phipps

et al. (1988) and Dingus (1992, 1993). It was predicted to be smaller without



Fig. 9 Comparison of the velocities of specimens on a foil (A) with and (B) without backing by a glass

substrate. Each data point refers to the average of five measurements. Specimen diameter 80 mm, 40�
objective, NA ¼ 0.6, and E ¼ 5 mJ.
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confinement of the ablation products, in agreement with our present observations

and with results for aluminum foils obtained previously by SheYeld et al. (1966).

The dependence of the velocity on laser pulse energy for specimens that are

backed by a glass slide is shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the specimen velocity

increases monotonously with laser energy. In the energy range investigated, which

is still close to the catapulting threshold, their relation is approximately linear.

However, further above thresholdwewould rather expect a square root dependence

corresponding to a constant conversion eYciency from laser energy into the kinetic

energy of the moving specimen.



Fig. 10 Dependence of specimen velocity on laser pulse energy (average velocity values during the first

15-ms flight time). Specimens of 80-mm diameter were catapulted using a 40� objective and NA ¼ 0.6.
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For a constant laser energy of 10 mJ, the velocity of the dissectats was found to

be 2.3 times larger when the laser pulses were focused through a 5� objective

instead of a 40� objective. This striking diVerence is due to the fact that the focal

spot size increases with decreasing numerical aperture (NA) of the objective. The

measured focus radius of the N2 laser beam in the PALM system was 21.4 mm for

the 5�, NA ¼ 0.25 objective compared to 2.1 mm for the 40�, NA ¼ 0.6 objective.

Because of the larger spot size, no holes were formed in the specimens during

catapulting with the 5� objective, and the acceleration was faster due to the better

confinement of the ablation products under the specimen.
2. Flight Trajectories of the Specimens
The catapulted specimen has to be accelerated against inertia and hydrodynamic

drag. Acceleration ceases when the force exerted by the pressure below the specimen

becomes smaller than the resistance originating from atmospheric pressure and

hydrodynamic drag. Afterward, the specimens are slowed down by the air friction.

The trajectory of the dissectats during their flight toward themicrofuge cap is visible

in the picture series in Fig. 11A and evaluated quantitatively in Fig. 11B.

A theoretical description of the flight trajectory z(t) for the phase dominated by

air friction is generally quite complicated (Elvers et al., 2005; Jiménez et al., 2005).

However, for large particle velocities and sizes, Newtonian friction (related to the

inertia of the displaced material) dominates Stokes friction (related to the medium

viscosity), and it can be assumed that the hydrodynamic drag is approximately

proportional to the square of the velocity. One then obtains the trajectory (Hibst,

1996; Jiménez et al., 2005).
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B

Fig. 11 Slowing of the specimens due to the friction in air. (A) shows a pictorial representation of

the flight trajectory during the first 65 ms that is compiled of individual images taken at diVerent delay

times and (B) shows all measurement data on the flight distance versus delay time. The specimens had

80-mm diameter and were catapulted using a 40�, NA ¼ 0.6 objective, and E ¼ 6.5 mJ. The fitted curve

corresponds to Eq. (4).
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zðtÞ ¼ K�1ln½kv0ðt� t0Þ þ 1� ð4Þ
where v0 is the initial velocity at time t0 denoting the duration of the acceleration

phase, and K is a constant incorporating all material parameters including its

density, cross-sectional area, and shape-related properties. Equation (4) was fitted

to the measur ement poin ts in Figs. 8B, C, and 11B to obtain informat ion on v0
and t0. Generally, good agreement between the trend exhibited by the experimental

data and the fitted z(t) curves was found. At later times >1 ms, when the specimen

velocities have slowed down to �1 m/s, the hydrodynamic drag must be described

by a combination of Newtonian friction (/v2) and Stokes friction (/v), which leads

to a more complex equation of motion (Elvers et al., 2005).

In the experiments described above, the catapulting laser pulse was aimed at the

center of the specimen to create optimum reproducibility. By contrast, in commer-

cial microbeam systems, the region of interest is usually dissected in such a way that

a small bridge is left at the location where the end of the trajectory of the cut would

meet the starting point. A single pulse of larger energy is then aimed at the bridge in

order to complete dissection and, at the same time, catapult the specimen. This

strategy saves processing time but due to the reduced confinement of ablation

products, the impulse coupling to the specimen is not as good as with laser pulses

aimed at the center of the specimen. To optimize impulse coupling to the speci-

men, the width of the bridge should be at least equal to the diameter of the laser

spot, and the spot size should be as large as possible without compromising the

dissection of the bridge at the given pulse energy (Elvers et al., 2005).

Another problem arising when the catapulting pulses are aimed at the rim of the

specimen is that the flight trajectories are generally not in line with the optical axis of

the microscope but oblique, as shown in Fig. 12. As a consequence, not all cata-

pulted specimens arrive in the cap of the microfuge tube. In our investigations,

about 93% of all dissectats would have arrived within the cap, and 65% would have

reached its top part where the chance of adhesion is largest. The oblique direction of

the flight trajectories is related to the fact that plasma formation at the rim of the

specimen imparts an impulse not only in upward but also in lateral direction.

Additionally, it causes a fast rotational movement of the specimen as visible in

Fig. 13. The initial rotation frequency deduced fromFig. 13 is 500,000 rps, but it will

probably vary from shot to shot. The rotation of a moving object induces a lateral

force (Magnus eVect) that will add to the lateral impulse imparted by the initial

plasma expansion.
3. Catapulting with Defocused Pulses
To identify the gentlest way of catapulting, we investigated how the catapulting

behavior depends on the size of the irradiated spot at the bottom of the specimen.

The dependence of the initial velocities of the specimen and of the ejected particu-

late deb ris on spot size is present ed in Fig. 14A and B . Thes e graphs co ntain only a

few data points because it is very time consuming to determine the initial velocity
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Fig. 12 Directional distribution of flight directions when the laser pulses are aimed at the rim of the

specimen. Specimen diameter 80 mm, 40� objective, NA ¼ 0.6, and E ¼ 5 mJ. The specimens were

photographed at diVerent times after the catapulting laser pulse, and the data points show their location

at these times. The flight trajectories are given by the connection between the laser focus (at 0,0) and the
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with the optical axis of the microscope objective. The dashed line indicates which specimens would reach

the top of the cap, which is commonly wetted by a drop of mineral oil to improve adhesion.
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values by taking series of imag es at di V erent time delays as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

To co ver a large r ran ge of spot sizes, we took imag es at one delay time (50 m s afte r
the laser pulse) and determined the average velocity during this flight time as shown in

Fig. 14C. It is obvious that the catapulting velocities first increase and then decrease

when the irradiated spot is enlarged. To facilitate the analysis of the underlying

mechanistic changes, we inspected some catapulted specimens by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). The results are shown in Fig. 15.

Catapu lting with tightly focused laser pulses is always associa ted with plasma

form ation and the gen eration of a hole through the entire specimen (Fig. 15A ).

With moderat e defocusi ng, plasma form ation is rep laced by explosi ve vaporiz a-

tion, resul ting in hole form ation in the pol ymer foil but not in the specim en, with a

zon e around the hole where the foil melts an d resol idifies ( Fig. 15B ). In this regim e,

the catapul ting veloci ties are maximal (Fig. 14 ) be cause the ab lation produc ts

remai n co nfined below the specim en an d ca nnot escap e through a hole in the center

of the specim en. More strong ly defocused laser pulses lead to local ablation

and melting of the foil, but do not perforate it (Fig. 15C). Pointlike ablated spots,

but without obvious signs of surrounding melting, are also observed when the

irradiated spot becomes comparable to or larger than the specimen size (Fig. 15D).

In this regime, catapulting occurs still in a reproducible fashion but the velocities are

much smaller than with focused and moderately defocused pulses (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 13 Dynamics of a PEN foil specimen with 100-mm diameter that was first completely dissected

and then catapulted by a 20-mJ pulse focused through a 20� objective and NA ¼ 0.5 onto the rim

of the specimen. The specimen performs one revolution within 2 ms, corresponding to a frequency of

500,000 rps.
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For further analysis of the mechanisms of defocused catapulting, we calculated

the average temperature rise within the irradiated spot in a layer with the thickness

of the optical penetration depth, assuming a homogeneous light distribution in the

irradiated spot. The calculation was based on the measured optical and thermal

properties (heat capacity) listed in Table I. Because of the pronounced scattering

of the PEN foil, 22.4% of the incident light are backscattered. This has been

considered in calculating the temperature rise in the PEN foil, as well as the slight

transmission loss pf 5.3% in the microscope glass slide. The results for the average

laser-induced temperature in a PEN layer with the thickness of the optical pene-

tration depth (0.88 mm) are presented in Fig. 16. The threshold radiant exposures

for catapulting determined with diVerent microscope objectives and laser pulse

energies are listed in Table II, together with the corresponding temperatures of the

light-absorbing layer. The thresholds were determined with strongly defocused laser

beams, that is, in a catapultingmode for which hole formation in the specimen can be

excluded.
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Fig. 15 Scanning electron micrographs of histologic specimens that were catapulted with irradiation

of diVerent spot sizes. The spot diameter is (A) 4, (B) 15, (C) 80, and (D) 136 mm. These values denote the

diameter of the geometric cone angle of the laser beam at the location of the specimen. The actual spot

size may be smaller if the irradiance distribution has an intensity peak around the optical axis.
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The calculated peak temperatures for tightly focused irradiation (�105 K) are

unrealistically large because the calculation does not consider that the plasma expan-

sion and adiabatic cooling already start during the laser pulse. Realistic plasma

temperatures are in the order of 5000–10,000 K (Stolarski et al., 1995). With

defocused irradiation, for which catapulting is driven by ablation without plasma

formation, adiabatic cooling by the expansion of the ablation plume reaches a

significant level only toward the end of the laser pulse when most of the laser energy

has been deposited (Apitz and Vogel, 2005). Therefore, the calculated peak tempera-

tures at the bottom of the specimen are realistic. The calculated temperature rise

for the spot radius of 22 mm associated with the maximum catapulting velocity is

�1400�C. This is considerably larger than the melting temperature of PEN (269�C
for slow heating, see Fig. 4), and also larger than the dissociation temperature (462�C
for slow heating, see Table I). At the same time, it is lower than typical plasma

temperatures, which is consistent with the fact that no plasma luminescence was

observed.A temperature jumpof 1400�Cwithin 3 nswill be associatedwith explosive
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Fig. 16 Velocity data of Fig. 14C plotted as a function of the temperature rise at the bottom of the

specimen. The average temperature rise in the optically absorbing layer is calculated based on the laser

pulse energy (10 mJ), the measured optical penetration depth (0.88 mm), and an average value of the heat

capacity of the PEN foil (2.7 J/g K, see Fig. 3). Losses by specular reflection at the glass slide, absorption

in the glass (together 5.3%), and by backscattering from the PEN foil (22.4%) were taken into account.

Table II
Catapulting Thresholds for 3-ns, 337-nm Irradiation

Energy (mJ)

40� objective 5� objective

DT (K) fth (J/cm
2) Ith (MW/cm2) DT (K) fth (J/cm

2) Ith (MW/cm2)

10 50 0.03 10 120 0.07 23.3

5 100 0.09 30 200 0.15 50
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dissociation of the heated PENmaterial followed by a very rapid volume expansion.

This is a very eYcient catapulting mechanism (Fabbro et al., 1990).

Interestingly, the specimens can still be catapulted when the average tempera-

ture rise in the absorbing layer is less than one-quarter of the dissociation temper-

ature of the PEN foil. The observation that average temperatures well below the

dissociation limit are suYcient for catapulting may indicate that the specimen is

driven by sudden thermal expansion and deformation [similar to the working

mechanism of dry laser cleaning (Luk’yanchuk, 2002; Tam et al., 1992)]. Even

though the actual surface movement caused by thermal expansion is very small,

this expansion is achieved in the laser pulse duration of a few nanoseconds.

Therefore, the acceleration by 1D surface expansion is 105–107 times larger than

gravitational acceleration, leading to velocities in the order of 1 m/s at the end of
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the laser pulse (Arnold, 2002; Tam et al., 1992). Moreover, because of the small

size of the specimen, thermal expansion can also occur in lateral direction. It is

stronger in the lower part of the specimen where higher temperatures are reached

than the upper part. This diVerence results in an upward bending of the peripheral

parts of the dissectat that probably contributes to its upward acceleration. How-

ever, it is unlikely that these eVects alone can account for specimen velocities of up

to 20 m/s that were observed with irradiation parameters for which the average

temperature in the absorbing layer is below the dissection threshold. We need to

consider that the beam profile of the N2 laser is highly irregu lar (Fig. 3B and C),

that the temperature at the irradiated specimen surface is larger than the average

temperature within the optical penetration depth shown in Fig. 16, that the SEM

picture in Fig. 15D) is indicative for scattered pointlike ablation, and that the

volume expansion of ablated material in confined geometry is an extremely eYcient

catapulting mechanism (Fabbro et al., 1990). Thus even when the specimen’s acce-

leration by thermal deformation becomes relevant, it is probably still accompanied

by the propelling action of ablation in hot spots of the laser beam.

While for focused beams the catapulting velocities are larger when a 5� objec-

tive is used instead of a 40� objective (see Section III.B.1), we found no significant

diVerence between the velocities achieved at a given energy when the irradiated

spot is suYciently large to exclude hole formation in the specimen for both

objectives. The threshold radiant exposure for catapulting is even slightly lower

for the 40� objective (see Table II). It is important to note that the degree of

defocusing required to exclude hole formation increases when lasers with better

beam quality (i.e., smaller focal spot size) than the N2 laser are used.

We conclude that catapulting with defocused pulses relies on the pressure pro-

duced by confined ablation and, for large spots, possibly also on thermal expan-

sion and deformation of the dissectat. The relative contributions of ablation and

thermoelastic forces need to be further investigated.
C. Possible Side EVects and Their Minimization

1. Thermal EVects
The high temperatures produced during plasma formation or pulsed laser abla-

tion seem to be an obvious source for potential side eVects of LMD and LPC.

However, one needs to consider that any changes within the material that is

disintegrated or vaporized during the cutting process do not aVect the accuracy of

the subsequent genomic or proteomic analysis. Of interest are only changes by heat

conduction or convection which alter the remaining dissected specimen that is

catapulted into the cap of the microfuge tube.

Let us first consider LMD and LPC with tightly focused laser pulses: Here the

fraction of the specimen exposed to high temperatures is very small, andmost of it is

disintegrated and does not take part in the subsequent analysis. Because of the fast

adiabatic cooling during the rapid expansion of the laser-induced plasma, the time



Fig. 17 Evolution of the temperature distribution for (A) H&E-stained specimen on PEN foil backed

by a glass slide, homogeneously irradiated by a defocused laser pulse; (B) H&E-stained specimen on

a glass slide, homogeneously irradiated by a defocused laser pulse; and (C) H&E-stained specimen on a
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available for heat conduction into adjacent parts of the specimen is extremely short

(<1 ms), and the heat-aVected zone next to a cut is therefore very small. The width of

the altered region at the rim of the dissectat in the SEM pictures of Fig. 15 amounts

to 2–3 mm for the bottom side covered with PEN foil (Fig. 15B–D) but is smaller

(<1 mm) for the upper side, that is for the histologic specimen itself. The fact that

thermal alterations are most pronounced at the bottom side of the dissectat can be

attributed to heat diVusion from the plasma through the supporting glass slide,

which is a good heat conductor. The small amount of thermal damage in the

histologic specimen is consistent with previous transmission electron microscopical

studies of plasma-mediated dissections in ocular tissues performed with IR laser

pulses of 6-ns and 40-ps duration in which the heat aVected zone was found to be far
below 1 mm (Niemz et al., 1991; Vogel et al., 1990).

The situation is less obvious when a larger fraction of the specimen is exposed to

the laser radiation, that is, for moderate or strong defocusing, and when the

sample is catapulted directly from a glass slide, without protection by the light-

absorbing PEN foil. To assess potential side eVects by thermal damage for these

cases, we calculated the time evolution of the temperature distribution under

diVerent focusing conditions of the laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 17.

We used an analytical solution of the diVerential equations for heat diVusion in

a multilayer geometry (Freund et al., 1996), with layers representing glass, PEN

foil, histologic specimen, and air. Glass and air were supposed to be transparent,

and the absorption properties of PEN foil and histologic section were assumed to

be in accordance with Lambert-Beer’s law and taken from Table I. Calculations

were performed for a laser pulse with rectangular temporal shape and 3-ns

duration. As analytical solutions for layered geometries with diVerent optical

properties are restricted to homogeneous thermal properties of the medium, we

had to use the same values for heat capacity, heat conductivity, and mass density

for all layers. We employed the measured data for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-

stained specimens listed in Table I.

We assumed that heat can diVuse from the light-absorbing PEN foil and histo-

logic section into the adjacent glass slide until the specimen detaches from the slide

during the expansion of the ablation plume, which occurs about 300 ns after the

laser pulse (Fig. 6). Afterward, the calculations were continued for a thermally

isolated specimen because heat conduction into the surrounding air is negligible.

The adiabatic conditions were simulated by the introduction of appropriate mirror

heat sources (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).

For catapultingwithout plasma formation, the temperature of the sample surface

is determined by the ablation temperature Tabl of the sample material. For

polymers, the ablation temperature corresponds to the dissociation temperatures
glass slide, irradiated by a pulse with top-hat distribution of 15-mm diameter. The plots in (A) and (B)

show the temperature distribution in z-direction; the distribution in lateral direction is homogeneous.

The plots in (C) present the lateral temperature distribution at the surface of the heated localized area;

the temperature decay in z-direction resembles that in (B) and is not shown.
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that, for slow heating, are given in Table I. At very short heat exposure times,

dissociation temperatures are higher because dissociation is a chemical rate pro-

cess (Pearce and Thomsen, 1995). In a similar way, the temperature required for

protein denaturation increases with decreasing heat exposure time (Huttman and

Birngruber, 1999; Pearce and Thomsen, 1995; Simanowski et al., 2005). This rise

of dissociation and denaturation temperatures could not be considered in our

calculations because the rate constants for very fast heating are not yet known. To

avoid this diYculty, all temperatures in Fig. 17 are not given in absolute values but

normalized to the maximum temperature at the sample surface reached at the end

of the laser pulse.

Figure 17 compares the temperature evolution for cases where an H&E-stained

specimen is either mounted on PEN foil backed by a glass slide (Fig. 17A) or

directly placed on the glass slide (Fig. 17B). In both cases the samples were

homogeneously irradiated by a strongly defocused laser beam, and the temperature

distribution in lateral direction is thus also homogenous. When the histologic

specimen is mounted on PEN foil, the ablation temperature is reached at the

glass–PEN interface, and the specimen itself is well protected by the strong laser

light attenuation in the PEN material. The equilibrium temperature reached

50–100 ms after the end of the laser pulse amounts to only 20% of the ablation

temperature, and even at the PEN-specimen interface the temperature never

exceeds 35% of the PEN ablation temperature (Fig. 17A). By contrast, when the

specimen is placed directly on glass, the specimen’s ablation temperature (which is

lower than for PEN, see Table I) must be reached at the surface of the specimen

itself. Moreover, since the laser light penetrates deeper into the specimen material

than into PEN, the initial temperature distribution in Fig. 17B is broader than

in Fig. 17A, and the equilibrium temperature reached 50–100 ms after catapulting is
higher; it amounts to 45% of the ablation temperature. Catapulting directly from

glass with spatially homogeneous irradiation thus should be avoided if possible.

The thermal load from tightly focused laser irradiation is much smaller, as dis-

cussed in the beginning of this section, but the amount of material transported per

pulse will also be smaller than with homogeneous irradiation if no PEN foil is used.

The modeling results of Fig. 17A predicting that the histologic specimen on

top of the 1.35-mm-thick PEN foil is hardly aVected by heat are in good agree-

ment with the SEM results of Fig. 15D for strongly defocused catapulting which

demonstrate that only the bottom of the polymer foil is ablated. However, even

when PEN foil is used, the specimen is not in all cases protected. The SEM images

in Fig. 15B show that with moderate defocusing corresponding to 15-mm spot

diameter the PEN foil is removed from the irradiated area. A part of the PEN

material has probably been ablated and another part was molten and pushed aside

by the pressure in the ablation cloud. Therefore, the lower surface of the histo-

logic specimen is exposed to the PEN ablation temperature, and the temperature

profiles in z-direction will thus resemble those of Fig. 17B. However, because of

the small size of the irradiated spot, lateral heat diVusion now contributes to

cooling as shown in Fig. 17C, and the cooling continues even after the specimen is
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thermally isolated form the glass slide. As a consequence, the temperature at the

specimen surface drops to 28% of the ablation temperature within 100 ms, compared

to 45% in Fig. 17B. Nevertheless, with moderate defocusing it cannot be excluded

that the nonablated specimen volume above the perforated area and next to the

molten foil is subject to thermal changes.However, for a spot diameter of 15 mmand

a specimen diameter of 80 mm, this volume corresponds to only 3% of the entire

specimen volume. For 25-mm spot size, the fraction increases to 10%.
2. Photodamage by UV Light
Chemical changes by UV light are, like thermal damage, only relevant for the

material remaining after dissection. During dissection and catapulting with fo-

cused laser pulses, the dissectat may be irradiated by UV laser light scattered at the

laser plasma and by the UV plasma luminescence. The light scattering by ns

plasmas was found to involve less than 2% of the incident laser irradiation and

to occur mainly in forward and backward direction (Nahen and Vogel, 1996).

Therefore, the scattered laser light may, at worst, aVect a very thin specimen layer

at the edge of the cut that is of little relevance for LMD and LPC. The energy of

the plasma radiation stays below 0.1% of the incident laser energy (Vogel et al.,

1999) and is thus completely irrelevant.

During defocused catapulting with an extended spot size, a large fraction of the

specimen or the entire specimen is exposed to the laser light. However, the histologic

section is protected by the PEN polymer foil that transmits only 20.5% of the

incident light at 337 nm (Table I). Furthermore, the N2 laser wavelength of

337 nm is far away from the peak of the action spectrum for DNA damage shown

in Fig. 18 (Coohill, 2002), and the wavelength of a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser

(355 nm) is even further away. This is consistent with investigations on the wave-

length dependence of laser-induced DNA damage in lymphocytes using the comet

assay (de With and Greulich, 1995). For l ¼ 340 nm, the detection threshold for

DNA damage found by de With and Greulich (1995) corresponded to a radiant

exposure of 1.5 J/cm2. Because of the limited sensitivity of the comet assay, �300

strand breaks per cell are necessary to detect DNAdamage. Hence, one singleDNA

strand break per cell is expected to occur after a radiant exposure of 5 mJ/cm2.

Other pathways of cell damage in the UV-A/B region of the optical spectrum

involve the generation of reactive oxygen species such as H2O2 and OH* radical

(Bertling et al., 1996; Hockberger et al., 1999; Tyrrell and Keyse, 1990). For

broadband radiation (305–350 nm) peaking at 325 nm, significant cell killing was

observed with light doses �1 J/cm2 (Bertling et al., 1996).

The total dose arriving at the PEN foil when a 10-mJ pulse irradiates a specimen

with 80-mm diameter is 200 mJ/cm2. The dose transmitted through the foil and

arriving at the histologic material is 40 mJ/cm2. This is 25 times below the

threshold for cell killing reported by Bertling et al. (1996), but slightly above

the dose causing, on average, one DNA single strand break per cell (de With

and Greulich, 1995).
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Fig. 18 UV action spectra for human cell killing, mutagenicity, DNA strand breaks, and DNA-

protein cross-links. Reprinted with permission from Coohill (2002). Copyright CRC Press.
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With moderate defocusing, for example for 15 mm spot diameter, the dose within

the irradiated area increases by a factor of 30 to 6mJ/cm2, and the protection by the

PEN foil is largely absent because it is ablated by the catapulting laser pulse

(Fig. 15B). In this case, the risk for UV damage directly above the irradiated spot

is higher because the radiant exposure exceeds the value of 1 J/cm2 leading to

significant cell damage, and largely exceeds the threshold value of 5 mJ/cm2 for

sporadic DNA strand breaks in individual cells. It is important to note, however,

that for a specimen with 80-mm diameter, only 3% of the total volume will be

aVected by the UV irradiation of a spot with 15-mm diameter. The aVected fraction

is larger when histologic material is directly catapulted from glass substrates with-

out supporting polymer foils because in this case smaller amounts of material are

catapulted per pulse.
3. Mechanical Deformation and Rupture
In general, purely mechanical rupture and disintegration of a histologic sample

during LPC impose no problem for subsequent genomic or proteomic analysis

because only a very small fraction of the biomolecules will be aVected even if the
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dissectat is fragmented into many large pieces. However, mechanical forces may

aVect the viability of live cells (see Section IV).

The specimen is accelerated to a speed of 180–350 m/s within about 200 ns

(Fig. 14A). The acceleration in the initial phase of catapulting is thus enormous,

being �108 times larger than the gravitational acceleration. However, this does

not aVect the specimen’s integrity as long as the accelerating forces are homoge-

neous because only tensile stress and shear forces lead to deformation and tearing.

Themain sources of shear forces are pressure gradients, while tensile stresses may

also originate from radial expansion movements (Lokhandwalla and Sturtevant,

2001; Lokhandwalla et al., 2001). During focused LPC, the huge pressure gradients

produced in the vicinity of the plasma lead to local rupture of the specimen, and the

large absolute pressure values in this region result in the immediate ejection of

debris at very high velocity. However, once the plasma pressure is partly released

through the hole in the center of the specimen, the distribution of the driving forces

becomes more homogeneous as the shock wave spreads laterally below the entire

specimen. At this stage, the pressure gradients have become too small to cause

further rupture or strong deformations, and the dissectat flies oV in a disklike shape

(Fig. 6).

More significant deformations may arise frommoderately defocused laser pulses

that do not produce a hole in the specimen. Because the irradiance is largest in the

center of the irradiated spot (Fig. 3), the initial pressure distribution is inhomoge-

neous and the center of the specimen will bulge upward before it flies oV. Such
deformation can be avoided by creating a nearly homogeneous irradiance distribu-

tion across the specimen. This is possible by defocusing of the laser beam to a degree

that the irradiated spot is much larger than the specimen, but that would be

associated with considerable energy loss. Alternatively, a phase mask can be used

to create a homogeneously illuminated spot with appropriate size.
4. Quantification of the Influence of Side EVects on the Accuracy of Proteomic and
Genomic Analysis
LMD was originally developed to facilitate the histochemical analysis of cryosec-

tions (Meier-Ruge et al., 1976). Correspondingly, the authors performed enzyme-

histotopochemical investigations onN2 laser dissected fragments of tissue sections to

assess the quality of the procurement method. They observed a decrease of enzyme

activity by 10–20% in a several microns thick region bordering the cut when

dissection was performed at an energy level four times larger than that suYcient

for cutting. The changes were attributed to heat diVusion from the glass support

and characterized as not relevant for subsequent histochemical analysis.

At present, LMD is mostly combined with molecular biological analysis, includ-

ing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and microarrays for genomic and mass-

spectrometry for proteomic studies. In qualitative and quantitative analysis of

gene expression, reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) plays a prominent role.

In principle, the method allows very small numbers of molecules to be detected
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at extreme sensi tivity a nd high specifici ty ( Bustin, 2 000 ), and is therefore the

prefer red method for the analys is of tiny tissue fragm ents procu red in LMD and

LPC. Init ially, Sc hü tze and Lahr (1998) used formali n-fixed and pa ra Y n-
embedd ed tissue sectio ns supporte d by a PEN foil, isol ated tissue fragme nts by

LMD and LPC, an d success fully detected specific mRNA sequen ces in RT-P CR.

Since then, it is known that num erous factors, includin g fixation , tis sue proces-

sing, staining and labeling, and probably also laser disse ction may reduce the

con tent of mRN A in the tissue sampl es by severa l orders of magni tude and thu s

may crit ically aVect qua ntitati ve analys es ( von Smo linski et al ., 2005, 2006 ).

A major e Vect on the mRN A loss can be attribut ed to ch emical fixation in

aldehydes and embedding in para Y n, as typicall y done in histopatho logy ( KraV t
et al ., 1997; Lewi s et al ., 2001; Stanta and Schneider, 1991 ). As compared to

unfix ed cryosec tions, this class ical tissue process ing redu ces the mRNA by fact ors

of 85–99% (Abraha msen et al ., 2003; vo n Smoli nski et al ., 2005 ). In additio n,

con vention al staining pro tocols (e.g., H&E) or imm unohist ochemic al labeling

(e.g ., for fluor escence microsco py) also attribut e to mRNA loss by fact ors of up

to 99.8% (vo n Sm olinski et al ., 2006 ). It must be assum ed that thermal e V ects and
those ev oked by UV light during LMD and LPC can pro duce so me additio nal

damage to the mRN A con tained in the isol ated samples, but quan titative data on

the absolute mRNA loss and on the relative loss compared to the factors men-

tioned ab ove are still lacki ng. In this context , it shou ld be noted that mechani cal

damage occurri ng dur ing LPC of histo logic specimen s woul d not aVect the
accuracy of protei n or gene analysis ( Schü tze and Lahr, 1998 ) because crush ing

of the samples is a prerequisite for many analytical techniques in biochemistry and

molecular biology. In contrast, the extent of thermal and UV light damage will

depend on the size of individual dissected section fragments, which vary in area

between some hundred square microns for single cells and several 10,000 mm2

for extended tissue compartments isolated in tumor biology or immunological

resear ch. As discus sed in Se ctions II.C. 1 and III.C. 2, only little collateral damage

is produced when large specimens are catapulted with tightly focused or strongly

defocused laser pulses. The influence of heat and UV radiation is largest with

moderately defocused pulses.

Besides PCR analysis in genomics, the analysis of proteins is a further interest-

ing and promising application for laser tissue microdissection. Tiny amounts

of protein are analyzed using mass spectrometry (Ai et al., 2006; Fink et al.,

2006) or microarray techniques (Gulmann et al., 2005; Niyaz et al., 2005). Using

an antibody-ultramicroarray, proteins can be detected with high specificity

and sensitivity amounts equaling less than 10 cells (Nettikadan et al., 2006).

A novel method is the so-called proteohistography which combines array- and

mass-spectrometric techniques and produces an image of the spatial distribution

of proteins in a given tissue area (Ernst et al., 2006).

The maximum likelihood for laser-induced unwanted side eVects in both prote-

omics and genomics arises when histologic material is directly catapulted from

glass substrates without supporting polymer foils. In this case, the laser beam has
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to be scanned across the area to be catapulted. The large number of applied pulses

and the lack of a protecting polymer foil involve an increased exposure to both

UV radiation and heat. Preliminary investigations revealed that mRNA recovery

from cryosections decreases considerably if the material is catapulted from glass

without the use of a PEN foil. To compare both methods, eight identical samples

were processed both with PEN foil and without foil in the auto-LPC mode using

factory settings of the instrument. The amount of intact mRNA copies of the

housekeeping gene EF1a remaining in the sample after catapulting was deter-

mined using real-time PCR. After catapulting directly from glass, 35.5–40.00

amplification cycles were necessary to achieve a certain signal strength as com-

pared to 26.1–28.2 cycles when a PEN foil was used (Dorthe von Smolinski,

Institute of Anatomy, University of Lübeck, unpublished results). Since the amount

of genetic material is doubled in each cycle, an increase by one cycle (1- Ct unit)

corresponds to a loss of 50% specific mRNA in the sample, and an increase of 7- to

9-Ct units indicates a loss of 99.2–99.8% of specific mRNA copies. This value

resembles the loss observed otherwise as a consequence of fixation, embedding, and

staining. Our preliminary results thus indicate that there is still a large potential

for improving laser-assisted mRNA recovery from cryosections. A systematic analy-

sis of potential side eVects of the diVerent LMD and LPC procedures and of ways

to optimize the accuracy of the genomic or proteomic analysis still needs to be

performed.
IV. Dissection and Catapulting of Live Cells

For the retrieval of live cells by LMPC we used a protocol based on the use of

duplex membrane dishes that was adopted from Mayer et al. (2002) and Stich

et al. (2003). A 25-mm-thick Teflon membrane provides mechanical support, and a

1.35-mm-thick PEN foil conditioned with polylysine is mounted into the dish

above the Teflon membrane as delineated in Fig. 19. CHO cells were cultivated

on this foil until a confluent monolayer had developed. Before LMPC, the culture

medium was almost completely removed such that only a thin layer of liquid (up

to 40-mm thick, as determined by optical coherence tomography, OCT) remained

above the cells. Then the region of interest was dissected, and the dissectat (cells

and PEN foil) catapulted by a single laser pulse into the cap of a microfuge tube

that had been wetted with culture medium. To test cell viability after LMPC, the

cells were transferred into 12-well plates as described by Stich et al. (2003), and

recultivated.

The original protocol involves the use of focused laser pulses for catapulting but

we also performed series of experiments with defocused pulses because we hoped

that this would minimize bending of the specimen and shear stresses on the cells.

Some experiments were donewithout any fluid between Teflonmembrane and PEN

foil, but usually some liquid enters the space between the two membranes. Since we

observed that the presence of this liquid has an influence on the catapulting



Culture medium (10−50 mm)

Cultured cells

PEN foil (1.35 mm)

Fluid layer (30−100 mm)

Teflon foil (20−25 mm)

Fig. 19 Schematic presentation of the setup used for live-cell catapulting from a duplex membrane

dish. Shortly before LMPC, the culture medium is almost completely removed such that only a thin

layer of liquid remains above the cells.
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dynamics, we performed additional experiments in which a well-defined amount of

medium was injected between the membranes before LMPC. The resulting liquid

layer had a thickness of 30–100 mm.

To document the dissection process before catapulting by time-resolved pho-

tography, we replaced the halogen lamp and collimation optics of the microscope

by a Nanolite flash lamp combined with a Nikon 50 mm/1.2 objective used as

collimator. Photographs of the dissection dynamics were taken through the mi-

croscope optics with single exposures at diVerent time delays after the release of

the dissecting laser pulse. The catapulting dynamics was photographed in side

view using the setup described in Section III.B.1. To be able to photograph the

initial catapulting phase without vignetting by the rim of the Petri dish, we

developed a special dish with a removable rim. Teflon membrane and PEN foil

were clamped around a stainless steel ring using a silicone O-ring. A flat silicone

ring was placed on top of the steel ring. It was pinned down by the weight of a

second stainless steel ring and thus provided a tight seal for the culture medium.

After removal of most of the culture medium shortly before LMPC, the upper steel

ring and the silicone seal could also be removed which oVered an unobstructed view

onto the cells on top of the PEN foil.
A. Dissection in a Liquid Environment
Even after removal of most of the culture medium, dissection takes place in a

liquid environment. Thus the surrounding liquid confines the laser-produced plas-

ma and the ablation products cannot freely escape. As a result, a transient cavita-

tion bubble is formed around the laser focus (Venugopalan et al., 2002; Vogel and

Venugopa lan, 2003 , Chapte r IX ), whi ch expands and collapses within a few micr o-

seconds. Because of the cavitation bubble dynamics, dissection in a liquid environ-

ment is less precise than in air. For suYciently large laser pulse energies, the shear
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stress exerted by the oscil lating bubbl e causes lysis of cells ad jacent to the laser focus

(Rau et al., 2004, 2006 ) or swe eps them o V the PEN foil , if their adhesion is weak.

We obse rved that the en ergy requir ed for disse ction increases in the presence of

a liqui d layer between Teflon membr an e and PEN foil , especi ally when this layer is

thick (� 100 mm). Adhesion betw een cell s and foil was obs erved to de crease when

cells continued to gro w after form ing a confl uent layer. Adhesio n could be

improved by conditio ning the foil with polyly sine. In Fig. 20A an d B, cells are

swept oV the PEN foil by the expanding bubble up to a distance of 20–30 mm from

the laser cut even though a pulse energy of not more than 1 mJ was used for

dissection. The reason is that no polylysine had been applied, and the cell density

on the foil was already fairly high indicating reduced adhesion. The bubble

dynami cs is present ed in Fig. 20C and D . Here, a large r pul se energy of � 6 mJ
was required for dissection because the liquid layer between Teflon membrane and
B

100 mm

t = 0.9 ms

100 mm

t = 2.6 ms
D

Fig. 20 Laser dissection and catapulting of CHO cells with relatively low adhesion to the PEN foil,

(A) after dissection using a 20� objective, NA ¼ 0.5, and E ¼ 1.0 mJ, (B) after catapulting. The

denudation near the cut is caused by the shear forces arising from the oscillating cavitation bubbles

produced on optical breakdown in the culture medium. In (C) and (D) the cavitation bubble dynamics

during dissection of CHO cells is shown at diVerent times with (D) being the stage of maximum

expansion. The dissection energy was here relatively large (E¼ 6 mJ) because the PEN foil was separated

from the Teflon membrane below by an �100-mm-thick liquid layer.
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PEN foil was fairly thick. The maxi mum bubble diameter amou nts to � 140 m m
but the width of the denud ed zone on the foil is smaller: it co rresponds quite

closel y to the area in which the expanding bubbl e touches the cell layer. Und er

optim um conditio ns, the da mage zo ne next to the cut amo unts to ab out 5–8 mm,

as shown in Fig. 21, which is considerably smaller than in Fig. 20.

We employed a 20� objective, NA ¼ 0.5 both for dissection and catapulting, as

described by Mayer et al. (2002) and Stich et al. (2003). Collateral damage during

dissection can be reduced by using objectives with larger NA because they allow

for plasma-mediated cutting with smaller pulse energies.
B. Catapulting of Live-Cell Populations
LMPC and recultivation of a colony of CHO cells is demonstrated in Fig. 21.

To minimize the stress on the cells, we used small pulse energies for dissection and

catapulting, and focused the catapulting pulse at the periphery of the specimen, as

visib le in Fig. 21C and D . The den uded zon e at the sides of the cut is smal ler than
B

50 mm

D

Fig. 21 Laser dissection, catapulting, and recultivation of a colony of CHO cells according to the

protocol of Stich et al. (2003). (A) after dissection, (B) after catapulting with a focused pulse,

(C) catapulted specimens in the cap of a microfuge tube, and (D) after 48 h of recultivation. We used a

20�, NA¼ 0.5 objective, with pulse energies of 1.0 mJ for dissection and 5.0 mJ for catapulting.
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in Fig. 20 because the adh esion of the cells was better, a nd the liquid layer betw een

Teflon membr ane and PEN foil was thinner , whic h faci litates disse ction.

Wh en the laser pulse was focused into the peripher y of the specimen, 16% of the

catapulted spe cimens ( n ¼ 60) missed the cap for reasons alrea dy discus sed in

Section III.B.2. However, out of the specim ens that could be trans ferr ed into

a 12-well plate , 98% (all besides one) could be recult ivated. Bec ause we ha d

observed that the use of a strongly defocused laser beam for catapulting of histologic

specimens was associated with a stable flight trajectory, absence of hole formation,

and moderate catapulting velocities (see Fig. 1 4) , we tested this strategy also on

li ve cells. We used the m aximum defoc using setting on the microbeam sta tion,

corresp on ding to a sp ot d iameter of 50 mm. As expected, all specimens (60 out of 60)

arrived in the cap, but to our surprise the majority of the cells had been sheared

oV the foil, a s shown in Fig. 22 B and C . In o nly four case s (7%), r ecultivation

was possible.

This puzzling diVerence is not easily understood, considering the complex

geometry of membranes and liquid layers in live-cell catapulting (see Fig. 19).

Therefore, we chose a stepwise approach to understand the role played by the

individual layers. In the first series of experiments, a 30- to 50-mm-thick liquid

layer was injected between Teflon membrane and PEN foil, but no cells or liquid

was present on top of the foil. PEN dissectats of 100-mm diameter were catapulted

with defocused laser pulses (50-mm spot diameter) and with pulses focused at the

periphery of the specimen, and the resulting dynamics is shown in Fig. 23.

In defocused catapulting (Fig. 23A), the expanding ablation products drive the

liquid below the specimen radially to the specimen’s rim where it collides with

the surrounding resting liquid. As a result, the liquid is pushed through the
B C

Fig. 22 Specimens after catapulting with focused (A) and moderately defocused laser pulses (B) and

(C). In (A) all cells near the specimen center remained on the PEN foil but regions in the vicinity of

the laser shot and at the opposite side of the specimen are denuded. In (B) some cells remained on the

PEN foil, while the foil in (C) is completely denuded. The ablation pattern visible around the center of

the specimen in (C) demonstrates that the intensity distribution in the catapulting laser beam is

inhomogeneous.
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Fig. 23 Catapulting of PEN foil specimens located above a Teflonmembrane, with a 30- to 50-mm-thick liquid layer between

the twomembranes. (A) Catapulting with defocused laser pulses aimed at the center of the specimen (50-mm spot diameter), (B)

catapulting with pulses focused at the periphery of the specimen (the plasma luminescence indicates the location of the laser

focus). 20� objective, NA¼ 0.5, E¼ 20 mJ, and specimen diameter 100 mm.The average specimen velocity during the first 4 ms is
about 50 m/s in (A) and 100 m/s in (B). The rotational movement of the specimen in (B) corresponds to a frequency of 600,000

rps during the first microsecond and 330,000 rps when averaged over the first 4 ms.
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circular cut and a cylindrical splash evolves. The catapulted specimen maintains a

flat, disklike shape, without bulging in the center where the laser irradiance and the

ablative pressure are highest. The rim of the specimen is accelerated not only by the

ablative pressure (which is lower in this region) but also by the cylindrical splash,

which is driven by the ablative pressure and associated with a local concentration of

kinetic energy. The combined action of ablative pressure and secondary fluid flow

results in an approximately homogeneous acceleration of the sample.

By contrast, in focused catapulting (Fig. 23B), the side of the specimen at which

the laser focus is located is most strongly accelerated, and the specimen assumes a

fast rotational movement. Within 2 ms, it has turned by 360�, corresponding to a

rotation frequency of 500,000 rps, similar to the case of catapulting from a dry

substrate shown in Fig. 13. The catapulting velocity is larger than with defocused

pulses (v � 60 m/s, averaged over the first 2 ms compared to v � 45 m/s) because

plasma is formed at the laser focus while defocused catapulting is driven by

ablation below the threshold for plasma formation.

The dynamics in Fig. 23 shows no obvious advantage of focused catapulting for

live-cell retrieval and recultivation. This advantage arises only when PEN foils and

cells are covered with a liquid layer such as in Fig. 24. For defocused catapulting,

the upper liquid layer now largely suppresses the splash of liquid from the lower

layer and the specimen is hardly accelerated at its periphery. The high pressure

produced by ablation in the central region of the specimen results in an upward

bulging of this region while the rim is tied down by the inertia of the liquid

covering the specimen (Fig. 24A). After about 1 ms, the movement of the specimen

center is slowed down by these inertial forces while the radial liquid flow in the

upper liquid layer that was created during the first microsecond continues and is

focused above the specimen center into an upward directed jet. Because this jet

flow is faster than the movement of the specimen, it exerts a shear force on the

cells. When the specimen rises out of the liquid, after a few microseconds, some

fluid stays behind at the specimen’s rim. This results in a flow and shear forces

opposite to that of the jet flow. The combined action of these successive shear

forces is probably responsible for the removal of most of the cells from the

specimen that led to the low success rate of recultivation.

The catapulting dynamics induced by laser pulses focused at the periphery of

the dissectats is presented in Fig. 24B. Its principal characteristics resemble the

sequence of events observed without a liquid layer covering the cells (Fig. 23B).

The pressure within the laser plasma is strong enough to immediately remove the

upper liquid layer in the vicinity of the laser focus. This ‘‘Moses eVect’’ gives
leeway to the acceleration of the side of the specimen proximal to the laser focus.

Within about 1 ms, the specimen has risen out of the culture medium and rotated

by 90�, and after about 4 ms, it has propagated a distance of 220 mm (average

velocity 55 m/s) and rotated by 180� (rotation frequency 125,000 rps). Because of

the rotation, the fluid flow along the cells during the specimen’s take oV remains

weak, and the shear forces acting on the cells are weaker than in the case of
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defocused catapulting. On the other hand, centrifugal forces come into play that

increase proportional to the distance r from the axis of rotation. After 5–10 ms (not
shown), the specimen flies free of any liquid and the rotational movement has been

considerably slowed down by air friction.

Both for focused and defocused catapulting, the exact sequence of events varies

with the thickness of the liquid layer above the cells (10–50 mm) but still resem-

bles the behavior portrayed in Fig. 24. After removal of the culture medium, the

liquid layer thins because of evaporation. The actual thickness on each individual

photograph thus depends on the time after removal of the medium when catapult-

ing was performed. The main consequence of an increasing layer thickness is a

slowdown of the dynamics both with regard to translational and rotational

specimen velocity.
C. Possible Side EVects and Their Minimization
Criteria for successful live-cell catapulting are (1) the fraction of specimens that

can be recovered/collected, (2) the percentage of vital cells per specimen, and

(3) the recultivation rate. Adverse factors are (1) large variations in the flight

trajectories of the specimens; (2) removal of cells from the substrate by mechanical

forces; and (3) damage to cells remaining on the substrate by heat, UV irradiation,

or mechanical stress. While the flight trajectories were more stable with defocused

catapulting, cell loss and damage were less severe when pulses focused at the rim of

the specimen were used. These diVerences are probably due to distinctions in the

mechanical eVects rather than to dissimilar responses to heat and UV irradiation.

The possible sources for cellular damage by heat andUV radiation are very similar

to those for histologic material that were discussed above, with the threshold values

presumably being lower for living cells. Note, however, that the threshold doses for

UV light-induced DNA damage and cell killing quoted in Section III.C.2 from the

work of de With and Greulich (1995) and Bertling et al. (1996) already refer to

populations of living cells. The thresholds for thermal cell damage are high for the

short heat exposure times involved in catapulting,which last only a fewmicroseconds

(see Section III.C.1). Simanowski et al. (2005) reported that cells survived tempera-

tures as high as 180 �C for heat exposure time of 300 ms. For heat pulses shorter than
300 ms, the threshold for cellular death was determined by the threshold for explosive

vaporization that occurred at temperatures slightly above 200�C. Thus, the most

likely sources of cell damage in catapulting are mechanical eVects. Theymay result in

removal of cells from themembrane, immediate cell lysis, or inmore subtle damage to

cell membranes and/or organelles.

Looki ng at the vigorous dyn amics portra yed in Fi gs. 23 and 24 , it is quite

remarkable that a large number of catapulted cells continue to proliferate in an

apparently unimpeded fashion. However, it needs to be kept in mind that rapid

motions per se do not necessarily cause damage. Any fluid motion can be decom-

posed in uniform translation, rigid rotation, and an extensional flow, and only the
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Fig. 24 Catapulting of cell preparations (CHO cells on PEN foil) out of a duplex dish. The liquid layer between Teflon

membranes and PEN foil was 30- to 50-mm thick, and a 10- to 50-mm-thick layer of culture medium covered the cells. (A)

Catapulting with defocused laser pulses and (B) catapulting with pulses focused at the periphery of the specimen (the plasma

luminescence indicates the location of the laser focus). 20� objective, NA ¼ 0.5, E ¼ 20 mJ, and specimen diameter 100 mm.

The average specimen velocity during the first 4 ms is about 50 m/s in (A) and 55 m/s in (B). The rotational movement of the

specimen in (B) corresponds to a frequency of 220,000 rps during the first microsecond and 125,000 rps when averaged over

the first 4 ms.
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latter bears da mage potenti al. Extensi onal flow pa tterns associ ated with tensi le

stre ss arise from shear throug h pr essure gradie nts, inert ial or viscous drag, from

radial expa nsion movem en ts (Lokhan dwalla and Sturtevan t, 2001; Lokhandw alla

et al ., 200 1), or from therm oelast ic e Vects ( Paltauf and Dyer, 2003; Vogel and

Venugopa lan, 2003 ). With moderat ely de focused laser pulses, the irra diance is

large st in the specim en center . Therefor e, the initial pressur e dist ribution is inh o-

mogeneo us, and the center of the specim en wi ll bulge upwar d before it flies oV due
to the expansi on of the bubbl e below the specim en. The resul ting tensile stress and

stra in may lead to cell detachm ent or membr ane rupture . For later pha ses of the

catapul ting dynami cs the imag e series in Figs. 23 and 24 suggest that shear forces

are also more pron ounced in catapul ting with a defocused rather than wi th a

focused laser beam.

Howev er, catapul ting with pulses focused at the specim en’s rim is associated

with a fast rotation of the specim ens that gives rise to c onsider able cen trifugal

forces that are not obs erved in defocused catapul ting. The initial rotational

veloci ty at the rim of a specim en with 1 00-mm diameter revolv ing by 180 � in
4 ms such as in Fig. 24B is � 39 m/s, an d the centri petal accele ration a ¼ v 2/r at

the specim en rim ( r ¼ 50 mm) amounts to 3 � 10 7 m/s 2 for nR ¼ 125,00 0 rps.

Ama zingly, the major ity of the c ells remai n on the specim en in spite of the strong

centri fugal force, probably due to its very short durati on. Air frictio n rapidly

deceler ates the rotat ional movem ent, and co rrespondi ngly the centri fugal force

F ¼ mv2/r drops very fast such that strong centrifugal forces act only during a few

microseconds. This time interval is apparently short enough to allow for elastic

deformation avoiding rupture or detachment of cells that are located suYciently

close to the rotation axis as shown in Fig. 22A. However, Fig. 22A also indicates

that cells far away from the rotation axis are sheared oV—not only in the vicinity

of the laser shot but also at the opposite side of the specimen rim.

In general, the damage potential of hydrodynamic eVects is not only determined

by the magnitude of the tensile or shear forces but also by their duration because

the material must be strained before it can rupture. Rupture (or at least poration)

of the cell membrane requires an areal strain larger than 2–3% (Boal, 2002; Evans

et al., 1976; Needham and Nunn, 1990). The deforming force must last suYciently

long to achieve this deformation. Moreover, the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of

the cell membrane or elements of the cytoskeleton may depend on the strain rate.

It has been observed for tissue that, while the strain at fracture does not change

significantly with strain rate, the UTS increases. The increase of the UTS is due to

the fact that, under conditions of rapid deformation, there is significant viscous

dissipation between matrix elements, for example collagen fibrils, and ground

substa nce (Vogel an d Venugo palan, 2003 ; Se ction II.B ). It is conceivabl e that

similar laws also apply on the cellular level. The response of cells to very large

strain rates acting for very short time is still largely unexplored and requires further

investigation.

Improvements of defocused catapulting can probably be achieved with stronger

defocusing and a more homogeneous irradiance distribution at the specimen than
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in our present experiments. However, even then the advantage of the rotational

movement associated with focused catapulting may still prevail if the liquid layer

above the cells is relatively thick. With decreasing thickness of this layer, the

catapulting dynamics will change from the scenario shown in Fig. 24A toward

that of Fig. 23A which is most likely correlated with less collateral damage.

We observed that a thin liquid layer between Teflon membrane and PEN foil

facilitates catapulting. However, it increases the energy requirements for cutting

and thus the amount of side eVects associated with dissection when it becomes too

thick. The optimum thickness of this layer, which may vary with specimen size,

still needs to be identified.
V. Conclusions and Outlook
A. Potential Improvements for Dissection
Three diVerent measures can lead to finer dissections than possible with the N2

laser employed in our experiments: (1) improvement of the beam profile, (2)

reduction of the laser pulse duration, and (3) increase of the laser repetition rate.

The beam profile of diode-pumped frequency-tripled Nd:YAG lasers that are

incorporated in the newest generation of most commercial microbeam system is

much better than that of the N2 laser (see Fig. 3). This can lead to a considerable

reduction of the focal spot size, optical breakdown energy, and cutting width,

provided that the delivery optics to the focusing microscope objective maintains

the good beam quality. This goal will not be achieved if the laser beam is simply

coupled into the fluorescence beam path that is optimized for homogeneous illumi-

nation of the object field but not for focusing of a laser beam. Additional correc-

tions of the spherical aberrations induced in the beam path of the fluorescence

illumination are required to provide optimum focusing conditions.

An even larger reduction of the energy threshold for optical breakdown can be

reached by employing shorter laser pulse durations (Vogel et al., 1996a, 2005a). We

observed that a reduction of the pulse duration from 6 ns to 300 fs reduces the

breakdown threshold atNA¼ 0.9 by a factor of�100 forUVwavelengths and even

more for IR wavelengths (by A. V. and V. H., unpublished results). Use of fs lasers

thus creates the potential for nanosurgery on a subcellular level (König et al., 1999,

2005; Vogel et al., 2005a and references therein) and for gentle optotransfection

(Tirlapur and König, 2002). Already a moderate reduction of the laser pulse

duration to 500 ps in combination with a good beam profile and the use of UV

light (l ¼ 355 nm) made it possible to selectively dissect microtubules in live cells

(Colombelli et al., 2005).

Especially for pulse durations in the ns range, the use of UV laser pulses seems to

be advantageous because the energy threshold for plasma formation decreases

with decreasing wavelength.We found that the breakdown threshold for 6-ns pulses

measured at NA ¼ 0.9 is 16 times smaller for l ¼ 355 nm than for l ¼ 1064 nm,
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and the cavitation bubble size at threshold is even more strongly reduced (by A. V.

and V. H., unpublished results). For fs pulses, the breakdown threshold was five

times smaller for l ¼ 355 nm than for l ¼ 1064 nm.

When very small single-pulse energies are used for dissection, a large number of

pulses are necessary to complete a cut of finite length. Therefore, the repetition

rate of the laser pulses must be suYciently large (hundreds of hertz to kilohertz) to

avoid an impractical prolongation of the processing time.
B. Potential Improvements for Catapulting
The use of ultrashort laser pulsesmay not only improve dissection but also increase

the eYciency of catapulting because (1) the linear absorption of the sample is

supplemented by nonlinear mechanisms (photoionization and avalanche ionization)

even for defocused laser beams; (2) the thermal expansion velocity of a heated sample

increases with decreasing laser pulse duration; and (3) for suYciently short pulses,

large thermoelastic stresses are generated, and phase transitions occur at lower

temperatures. All mentioned eVects reduce the energy threshold for catapulting.

Nonlinear absorption will probably make it easier to catapult specimens direct-

ly from a glass slide without the use of a strongly UV-absorbing foil, and it permits

to use any desired laser wavelength. By reducing the optical penetration depth of

the laser light, nonlinear absorption eases the energy requirements for catapulting.

We discussed in Section III.B.3 that for strongly defocused pulses thermal

expansion of the heated specimen may contribute to catapulting. This contribu-

tion increases with decreasing pulse duration (Arnold, 2002, 2003; Tam et al.,

1992). If the temperature rise occurs on a shorter time scale than the stress

propagation time out of the heated volume, which is also the time required for

thermal expansion, large thermoelastic stresses are generated in the layer absorb-

ing the laser energy. Under such ‘‘stress confinement’’ conditions, part of the laser

energy is transformed into elastic energy of the heated sample and the release of

this energy during the subsequent expansion phase results in a considerably larger

detachment velocity than mere thermal expansion.

In LPC, the light-absorbing layer is located at the bottom of the specimen that is

attached to the supporting glass slide. Therefore, the detachment through thermo-

elastic mechanisms does not occur immediately but with a certain delay: The

compressive wave generated in the absorbing layer first travels to the upper side

of the specimen bordered by air. Here it is reflected as tensile stress wave because

the acoustic impedance of air is much smaller than that of the specimen (Paltauf

and Dyer, 2003). This tensile wave travels back into the sample, and when, after a

few nanoseconds, it reaches the interface between sample and supporting sub-

strate, it will induce or facilitate the sample’s lift oV from the substrate. Moreover,

the tensile stress wave will reduce the temperature required for explosive vapori-

zation in the heated layer at the bottom of the sample (Vogel and Venugopalan,

2003; Vogel et al., 2005a). The latter eVect increases the driving force of phase

transitions involved in catapulting.
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For biological materials with a sound velocity similar to that of water (1500 m/s)

and for an optical penetration depth of, for example 1 mm, the stress confinement

condition is fulfilled if the laser pulse duration tm� 700 ps. In this case, the degree of

stress confinement is small for ns pulses but very high for fs pulses, and it is therefore

expected that the catapulting eYciency is better with fs pulses.

Indirect experimental evidence for the above considerations has been provided

by Lazare et al. (2005) who demonstrated surface foaming of collagen and other

biopolymers induced by ablation in the stress confinement regime. We were able

to catapult histologic specimens 120 mm in diameter using focused IR fs pulses

(l ¼ 1040 nm) of only 1.2 mJ (by A. V. and V. H., unpublished results). The

corresponding radiant exposure averaged over the entire specimen area is only

0.01 J/cm2, that is, one-third of the lowest value achieved with UV ns pulses

(Table II). Laser printing of biomaterial with fs pulses has been demonstrated

by Zergioti et al. (2005), and it was shown that the printing process has a better

forward directionality with fs pulses than with ns pulses (Papazoglou et al., 2002;

Zergioti et al., 2003).

It would be desirable to establish catapulting techniques for histologic samples

that do not require a UV absorbing polymer foil because the foil scatters and

fluoresces (see Fig. 6B) and thus impairs histochemical and fluorescence identifi-

cation techniques for cells of interest. It does not help to simply omit the foil

because a narrow grid of laser spots is required to catapult the specimens directly

from a glass slide, which considerably increases the amount of UV-light induced

and thermal damage (see Section III.C). Therefore, new types of dynamic release

layers allowing for gentle catapulting will have to be explored. This research may

profit from previous experience gathered in the field of laser color printing

(Tolbert et al., 1993), laser printing of biomaterials (Colina et al., 2006), laser

cleaning (Luk’yanchuk, 2002), polymers especially designed for laser ablation

(Lippert et al., 2003), and other fields of laser-mediated mass transfer (Barron

et al., 2004; Christescu et al., 2004; Mathews et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2003).

With regard to live-cell catapulting, there is probably evenmore room for further

improvements than with respect to LPC of histologic material. Due to the large

number of layers involved in the present technique (Fig. 18), many parameters

determine the catapulting dynamics. Among those, the laser spot size, laser energy,

and the thickness of both liquid layers (below the PEN foil and above the cells) are

especially important. On the basis of a better understanding of the complex

sequence fluid dynamics induced by the laser pulse, one will be able to optimize

these parameters or to develop alternative catapulting techniques. For reliable and

gentle catapulting, the thickness of the liquid layer above the cells should be as small

as possible without desiccation of the cells and as reproducible as possible.
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